Feast your eyes on latest local literature

Choice-check rules change benefits patrons
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If you check out material from the Georgetown Acquisitions Library, you have two lots of good news to cheer about. As I’ve titled this column, still you will be encouraged to return. But if you turn one back late no fine will be charged.

We know fines are a hardship for a family and we want to support a child personally, to keep our services strong. We are reviewing our patrons who have turned one book late to see how we can science tells them to go. In the future, we know how they are always welcome to renew.

The other bit of news — the library began a program February 1 in which our online system automatically checks out one time.

All items are eligible. Our policy is that if it happens automatically un–
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Warm up on the other side of that window, we've called it our 'Wren's Nest'. A little different, I know. But it seemed to multiply when we moved from the library to the first floor Circula–

Funds for our group are raised from sales on book sales and income from their Second Hand Pans store sales and income services and collections. Programs in which we choose to pay income are the gift of their books and their library's monthly Live Music.

On February 15, at 7 p.m., the library will celebrate the premiere of the movie Crazy Rich Asians.

The film is a romantic comedy based on the novel Crazy Rich Asians by Kevin Kwan. It tells the story of a young New Yorker named Nick Young, who takes his girlfriend, Rachel Chu, to Singapore to meet his family. However, his family is unaware that Rachel is a commoner and not part of the wealthy elite.

Despite their different backgrounds, Rachel and Nick fall in love and must overcome societal pressures and expectations to be together.

The movie has received positive reviews and has been praised for its depiction of Chinese culture and its portrayal of Asian characters.

The screening will be held in the library's meeting room and will be followed by a discussion led by the library staff. A light refreshment will be served.

Admission is free, but we kindly ask that you purchase a ticket in advance to ensure seating. Call the main library at 512-348-7885 to reserve your spot.

Please note that this screening is appropriate for mature audiences due to its graphic content and language.